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Abstract
Motivation. In medical field, particularly the cardiology, the diagnosis
systems constitute the essential domain of research. In some applications, the
traditional methods of classification present some limitations. The neuronal
technique is considered as one of the promising algorithms to resolve such
problem.
Method. In this paper, two approaches of the Artificial Neuronal Network
(ANN) technique are investigated to classify the heart beats which are Multi
Layer Perception (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF). A calculation
algorithm of the RBF centers is proposed. For the Atria Fibrillation anomalies,
an artificial neural network was used as a pattern classifier to distinguish three
classes of the cardiac arrhythmias. The different classes consist of the normal
beats (N), the Arrhythmia (AFA) and Tachycardia (TFA) Atria Fibrillation
cases. The global and the partition classifier are performed. The arrhythmias
of MIT-BIH database are analyzed. The ANN inputs are the temporal and
morphological parameters deduced from the electrocardiograph.
Results. The simulation results illustrate the performances of the studied
versions of the neural network and give the fault detection rate of the tested
data, a rate of classification reaching the 3.7%.
Conclusion. This system can constitute a mesh in a chain of automated
diagnosis and can be a tool for assistance for the classification of the cardiac
anomalies in the services of urgencies before the arrival of a qualified
personal person.
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Introduction

The activity of the heart is recorded by electric signals on the surface of the body at
specific points, which constitute Electrocardiogram (ECG). The ECG is the most studied
biomedical signal to characterize the cardiac anomalies [1]. The normal rate of heartbeat is
composed by waves, in general, dependent on the mechanical actions of the heart. The Pwave represents auricular depolarization. The complex QRS corresponds to ventricular
depolarization preceding the mechanical effect of contraction, the wave R is of a great
amplitude because the mass of the ventricles is higher than that of the auricles. The T- wave
represents the repolarization of the ventricles. Lastly, the wave U, not constant, translates the
repolarization of the network of Purkinje [2]. In general, the traces of cardiac anomalies are
appeared in one or more parameters related to the ECG waves. Algorithms of assistance to the
diagnosis, the identification or the automatic classification of the anomalies are developed in
these last years using the familiar data processing methods in the medical field. Varied
techniques were used for the classification of the cardiac arrhythmias; one can excerpt the
correlation method [3], the fuzzy logic technique [4-6], or neural networks [7, 8, 31], and the
Vectors Supports Method [9]. In this paper, we are interested in the classification of the
arrhythmias presenting some anomalies. The MIT-BIH database is the source of the examined
data [10]. The studied anomalies are Arrhythmia (AFA) and Tachycardia (TFA) Atria
Fibrillation. The normal cases will be arranged in a third class. Since the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) has the property of a universal approximation, this technique is has to be
applied. Two algorithms of the ANN will be applied; the structure of direct propagation
“feedforward”, namely the model Multi-Layer Perceptron and the model containing the
Radial Basis Functions. These methods are used by [6, 11-13]. The fundamental difference
between these methods is that RBFs are local models whereas MLPs are not. Moreover, in the
RBF structure, the training is decomposed into three independent stages of less complexity.
So, its use on line is more practical. After the phase of de-noising the signals, the significant
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parameters characteristic of the ECG are extracted and the classification of the signals by both
of the suggested structures are performed. From the result of classification, the limits and the
fields of application of each configuration are discussed.
The Paper is organized in five parts including this section. Section 2 points out the
waves of the ECG and their practical significances as well as the anomalies to that will be
classified. The preprocessing of the data which consists of denoising and Parameter extraction
of the ECGs is will be treated in section 3. In section 4, we will discuss the implementation of
the neuronal classifier under his traditional version and containing Radial Basis Function. The
results of simulation will be discussed at the end of the paper.

Waves of the ECG and their practical significance

The recording of the temporal evolution of the electric field resulting from the electric
activity of the heart is called the electrocardiogram. The ECG is carried out by the electrodes
on a standard paper. The frontal and horizontal plans represent the members’ derivations and
the precordials’ derivations respectively. The width of 1 mm is equivalent to a duration of
0,04 second and in the height 1 mm corresponds to 0,1 mV (usually the voltages are
expressed in millimeters).

Characteristics of the ECG
The ECG can be divided generally into three principal components P-wave, QRS
complex and T-wave as shown in figure 1. These waves are related to the activity of the
auricles and the ventricles in the form of activation or recuperation. The contraction of the
heart muscles (of the heart) produces a visible wave of depolarization in the layout of the
ECG and the return to the state of the rest constitutes a wave of repolarization represented by
an iso-electric voltage constituting the line base.
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Figure 1. Waves of the ECG

The frequencies of each wave present some variations according to the rate of
heartbeat. The change of the rhythm of the beat is called Arrhythmia. The frequency band of
the ECG signal is approximately 60 Hz for a normal subject and can go up to 130 Hz for an
abnormal patient. Table 1 gives the actions of the membranes of the heart in the Normal case
and the associated waves like their temporal and frequencies characteristics [3, 14].

Table 1. Mechanical and electrical characteristics of a normal arrhythmia
Mechanical actions
associated Wave Duration (ms) Amplitude (mV)
Auricular depolarization
P wave
80-120 ms
≤ 0.3 mv
Depolarization of the ventricle QRS Complex 85-120 ms
Q<0 - S>0
R (0.5-2)
Repolarization of the ventricles T wave
200 ms
0.2 mV
Repolarization of the auricles Hidden wave

wave Frequency (Hz)
10
20-50
5

Utility of the Electrocardiograms

The ECG allows the detection and the analysis of many cardiac diseases. It also makes
it possible much more precisely to study the auricular P wave [15] and ventricular T ones
[16]. The slowly heart beats are the Bradycardia and the accelerated rhythm corresponds to
the Tachycardia. The Ventricular Tachycardia is marked following a scar of a former heart
attack. Auricular Fibrillation describes completely chaotic activation in the auricles. In this
case, the production of the fluctuations is irregular in the line base whereas complex QRS
remains normal.
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Data processing

Filtering of the ECGs signals

During the recording of the signals of electrocardiography, different standards from
noises can be superimposed on the useful signal. If some sources can be avoided, (precision
and drifts of the measuring instruments), others cannot be (the rate of respiration and the
frequency of the electric supply network). The pre-treatment of ECG signals imposes the
suppression of these perturbation signals, the noise high frequency electromyography and the
low frequency drift. The extraction of the useful signal from the noisily signal(,) was treated
by various methods in frequencies (or), in temporal field [17-20] or in time frequency domain
[21, 22].
The temporal methods are based on filtering by low pass filter and high pass one in
cascade. In general, this method has a problem of calculation precision (accuracy of
coefficient is in order of 10-9) or of a very high power of coefficient reaching 256. Also, this
type of filter introduces a considerable delay into the resulting signal, Moreover, it slightly
modifies the form or/and the amplitude of ECG waves. If this type of filtering can be used in
the case of the QRS detection [14], it cannot be applied for the diagnosis due to the amplitude
deformation. The time frequency methods, based on the Discrete Wavelet Transform and
using the coefficient threshold (soft or hard), which are proposed by Donoho and Al [23, 24]
are frequently applied to denoising signals [25, 22, 26]. This type of filtering causes the
phenomenon of pseudo Gibbs in the waves Q and S [26, 28].
In this work, the method adopted for denoising the ECGs is to decompose the ECG
signal in approximations and details by the Discrete Wavelet Transform, then to retain a
reduced number of signal details. These details constitute a band passes filter, which allows
the elimination of the high frequencies and the setting of the signal in line base. The major
advantages of this method are the conservation of the geometrical characteristics of the initial
ECG and the suppression of the impulse noises. For the studied signals, which are sampled in
360 Hz, one break up the ECGs signals into eight (7) levels of decomposition. To eliminate
the high frequencies, one cancels the details D1, D2 until DL. In this case, L is fixed at 3. To
find the line base which constitutes the state of the rest of the heart, the very low frequencies
are cut. In this case, A7 component, from frequency lower than 1,406 Hz, is eliminated. The
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range of the frequencies retained of the filtered signal is thus between 360/27 and 90 Hz.
Figure 2 gives an example of filtering of a signal ECG. It is noticed that the line base is
obtained and the high frequency noise is eliminated.

Figure 2. Signal ECG of MIT 203 (a) original signal disturbed and presenting a deviated line
base (b) filtered signal after elimination of the details components D1, D2 and A3.

Extraction of the Parameter settings

The precision of the results of classification of the anomalies depends on the adequate
choice of the parameters relating to each class. To select these parameters, a consultation of
the experts (in general a doctor) is necessary. A redundancy of information can appear if one
chooses a high number of parameters; moreover, the network requires the use of an important
number of neurons [8]. On the other hand, a reduced number of parameters cannot distinguish
the classes. Various characteristics are extracted from the ECGs for the classification of the
ventricular arrhythmias using complex QRS and the segment ST: the rate of heartbeat, the
spectral characteristics, the coefficient of AR, the measurements of complexity and the
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measurements of non-linear. In [29], 12 parameters are selected including the waves’ areas. In
[30], in addition to the traditional parameters (area, amplitude and duration), information
morphologies are deployed, and the number of parameters reaches 26.
Each recording is composed of clinical parameters measured on ECG signals. The
anomalies concerned, in this work, are two classes of Auricular Fibrillation: the arrhythmia
(AFA) and the tachycardia (TFA). So, the data are classified in AFA and TFA abnormal
classes and in the normal class (N). According to cardiologists, the detection of these
anomalies is primarily conditioned by four parameters: the frequency of the heartbeat rate (F
in rpm), the irregularity of the rhythm (TI in ms) which is the difference between maximal
and minimal values of interval RR, the amplitude of the P wave (P in mV) and the width of
complex QRS (QRS in ms) [31]. Consequently, the neuronal system of classification includes
these 4 parameters as inputs of the network. Several algorithms are used for the measurement
of various parameters of ECGs. The most ones measure the appearance of the QRS
complexes [32]. In this application, we have developed an automatic algorithm of extraction
of the parameters F, QRS and P based on work of Tompkins [27, 32]. The extraction of the
parameter TI is carried out manually.

Neuronal classification

Principle
Classification is one of the techniques mostly used in medicine. It constitutes the
principle of several systems of assistance to the diagnosis. The classification consists of
assigning an object (recordings of the electrocardiograms, encephalograms …) to a class
according to a defined descriptor. This description is related on the properties or typical
specific conditions to the classes. The objects are then classified whether they check or not
these conditions or properties. Zong and Jiang [29] applied fuzzy logic for the classification
of the cardiac anomalies. On the other hand, Hu and Al [8], employed the neuronal technique.
In our contribution, the neuronal technique is used to validate the system of classification
suggested.
An artificial neural network is a mathematical model for the data processing based on
a connectionist approach. In the classification, the most used configurations are the Multi-
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layered Perceptron (MLP) using the retropropagation method of the gradient (BP) as a
training algorithm and the networks with cores using the Radial Basis Function (RBF) as a
transfer function of the hidden layer neurons. Our attention is fixed on their application in the
classification of ECGs. The task is accomplished in two stages: the stage of training and that
of test. The recordings of test and validation used for the analysis and classification are
obtained from the MIT-BIH database “AF Termination Challenge Database (aftdb)”, “MITBIH Atrial Fibrillation Database (afdb)” and “MIT-BIH Normal Sine Rhythm Database
(nsrdb)” [10]. A total of 94 recordings is analyzed. They consist of 82 from the patients
presenting an auricular fibrillation including 23 tachycardia and 59 arrhythmias and 12
normal cases. Most PhysioBank databases include one or more sets of annotations for each
recording. Annotations are labels that point to specific locations within a recording and
describe events at those locations and their classes [10]. These data are divided arbitrary into
two sets of training and test groups. The training set has 44 cases in the first group (AFA) and
16 tachycardia cases in group 2 (TFA) and 7 other cases. The test is composed of 15 cases of
the type AFA, 7 cases of TFA and 5 normal cases. The sampling rate of the signals is fixed at
360 Hz. For the cases taken by different frequencies, we proceed by pretreatment of the
signal.
Figure 4 summarizes the classification steps of the signals. One distinguishes the stage
of data Conditioning (sampling and filtering), the stage of extraction of the characteristics and
the stage of neuronal classification (training of the data and validation of the test data).

Figure 4. Stages of classification of a signal ECG by neural network

Multi-Layer Percetron MLP

To solve nonlinear problems of classification, various network topologies of neurons
with powerful strategies of study were discussed. For the current application, a multi-layer
network with only one hidden layer is used (called a network of three layers). The output
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layer includes one neuron, which can take the values of “1”, “2” or “3” indicating the order of
the ECG class. During the phase of training, output neuron compares its calculated activation
with its value wished to determine the associated error and then adjusts the synaptic weights
in order to minimize the quadratic error. The algorithm of retropropagation is usually used for
the adjustment of the weights between layers. This algorithm suffers from the slowness of
training; in off-line training, this does not present a handicap, but on-line training requires fast
algorithms to follow the system dynamics. The local minima as well as the divergence of the
procedure of training are the second major disadvantage of neural network synthesis. The
retropropagation algorithm of the error ensures the adjustment of the parameters described by
the equation (1) where the additive term of wij represents the variation of the adjustment in the
direction of the gradient, k is the iteration number, and α is the training factor:
wi,j(k+1) = wi,j(k) + α·δj·zi + µ[wi,j(k)-wi,j(k-1)]

(1)

where: zi is the hidden layer i, δj the output error in the layer j and µ the momentum
parameter.

RBF Network with cores
Alternatively, with network MLP and for the same types of applications of
classification or approximation of the functions, the RBF network constitutes other method
based on the approach of classification by the cores. The RBF Network consists of three
layers: the input layer, the radial hidden layer and the output linear layer. The activation of the
neurons of the hidden layer is obtained from the distance which separates the inputs from the
centers. The inputs space is covered by a set of cores where the activity zones overlap. The
cores often used are the Radial Functions. Figure 5 illustrates the principle of RBF network of
dimension two.

(a) Network architecture.

(b) Separation of the areas.

Figure 5. RBF Network with two dimensions
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The training phase consists of two stages: The phase of the selection of the standard
deviation σ and the centers of RBFs. The selection of width and centers can be determined by
SVM method or randomly [9]. We present a methodology of choice of the centers based on
the following algorithm:
►Construct a matrix M of distance: each element of the matrix gives the distance
separating two items I and J; that Mij = dist (I, J) I, j=1… N, the Euclidean distance is
adopted in this application.
►Choose the nearest point to the origin as centers C1,
►Group the elements according to their vicinity in groups Gk= {Xik}, one takes as
criterion of proximity the “average of the matrix of the distances”/√ 2.
►Choose a center among Xik of each group.

This algorithm is applied to calculate the centers Ci. According to [33], the standard
deviation σ will be determined as the following:

σ =

Dist_Max (Centers)
2.Nbre_Centres

(2)

The second stage is the calculus of the weights between the hidden layer and the
output. This problem consists in solving a system of linear equations where the solution can
be determined by the least square method and consequently the training is faster than MLP
network.

Application of the neural network to the ECGs classification

Data processing

The pretreatment of ECG signals implies the suppression of the line interference of the
network, the electromyographic high frequency noise and the low frequency drift, described
in detail in Christov and Bortolan [34]. The ECGs signals were filtered using a filter passes
band [1,407 - 90 hertz] based on DWT as described in the paragraph (§ 3). The filtered
signals were sampled with 360 hertz. The input vector of dimension four, normalized between
0 and 1, is used as an input of the neural network for the classification of recordings ECG of
the beats of the heart.
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Simulation of the classifiers

The first network that we have tested is the multi-layer perceptron MLP of neuron by
using the global solution. The method of training is the retropropagation of the gradient. We
built a network with three layers: 4 neurons in the input layer constituting the parameters
resulting from the stage of the data parameter extraction, 4 neurons in the hidden layer where
the activation function is the hyperbolic tangent function ( f ( x) = tanh( x) )and an output
neuron of linear transfer function giving values 1, 2 or 3 as number of the class. The second
network is the probabilistic one PNN which is a RBF network and which takes in the phase of
training as cores all the data of training when the data are limited (in this case to 67 centers).
The same data are tested by network RBF where σ is chosen as 0.35 and the third of the
average of the coefficients value of matrix distances as criterion of space of the individuals.
The selection of the centers was carried out by the algorithm described above; 23 groups are
deduced in which one element of the group is chosen to constitute the centers. Figures 6, 7, 8
and 9 illustrate the result of simulation during the phases of training (‘o’ mark) and test (‘+’
mark) for various architectures MLP, PNN and RBF.

Figure 6. Result of test of MLP network
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Figure 7. Result of test of PNN network with 67 centers

Figure 8. Result of training of network RBF (23 centers)

Figure 9. Result of test of network RBF (23 centers)
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Evaluation of the results

To evaluate the performance of different presented methods, the sensitivity criteria
defined in equation (3) is used [33]:

Se (%) = 100

TP
TP + FN

(3)

where: TP: true positive, TN: true negative, FP: false positive, FN; false negative and U:
uncertain.
Another index of performance can be applied which is called “Rate of False
Detection'' (FDR) and which is largely used in medical field. Rather than to measure the
chance to have positive cases which are false, the FDR measures the rate of false detection.
The FDR is defined in the equation (4).

FDR(%) = 100

FP + FN
FP + TP + FN + TN + U

(4)

The measure of the homogeneity of the examples by the Entropy is defined by the
equation (5).

Entropy(P) = −

(5)

p
p
n
n
log 2 ( ) − log 2 ( )
N
N N
N

where p (positive example) is the number of classified examples, and n (negative example) is
the number of not classified examples of the N examples.
If the entropy is “0”, then all the examples belong to the same. If the entropy is “1”,
then there are as many positive examples of negative examples.
In the following, the phase of the test is performed. The performances of the classifiers
by class are summarized in table 2. The sensitivity is given as an indication while the FDR
will be used as comparison criterion.

Table 2a. Performance of the test phase of different networks (a) Test MLP
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
total

208

Studied cases
15
7
5
27

classified
15
6
3
24

Not classified
0
1
2
3

FDR(%)
3.7
3.7
7.4
11.1

Se(%)
93.75
100
100
96

Entropy(%)
0
59.17
97.10
50.33
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Table 2b. Performance of the test phase of different networks (b) Test PNN
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
total

Studied cases
15
7
5
27

classified
15
5
4
24

Not classified
0
2
1
3

FDR(%)
7.4
7.4
7.4
11.1

Se(%)
88.2
100
80
88.9

Entropy(%)
0
86.31
72.19
50.33

Table 2c. Performance of the test phase of different networks (c) Test RBF
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
total

Studied cases
15
7
5
27

classified
14
6
3
23

Not classified
1
1
2
4

FDR(%)
7.4
14.8
7.4
14.8

Se(%)
93.3
75
100
85.2

Entropy(%)
35.34
59.17
97.10
60.52

Simulation results show that networks MLP gave a percentage of higher sensitivity
and a rate FDR smaller than the structures RBF and this during the phases of training and test,
in spite of the reduced number of the neurons in the hidden layer. This is why we choose this
configuration to build the network of classification per partition having 4 inputs, 7 neurons in
the hidden layer and 3 output neurons which represent the classes AFA, TFA and N as shown
in figure 10.

Figure 10. Network of neuron of classification by partition
The results of classification using the “partition” neuronal classifier are summarized in
table 3. .
Table 3. Approach PMC with three classes
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
total
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Studied cases
15
7
5
27

classified
14
6
2
22

Not classified
1
1
3
5

FDR(%)
3.7
3.7
3.7
18.52

Se(%)
93.3
100
100
95.7

Entropy(%)
35.34
59.17
97.10
69.13
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In this case, the sensitivity is higher and the rate of false detection is weaker than
“total classification”. Indeed a case among the 27 samples of test is badly classified. The
performances of the neural network of classification are considered to be acceptable
comparatively with the manual tests (of the expert). This approach can constitute a tool of
assistance for the diagnostic or the classification of some cardiac anomalies.

Conclusion

In this paper, various structures of classifier neuronal were studied, in order to
compare their ability of classification. The networks tested are the Multi-Layer Perceptron
and the Radial Basis Functions network. The comparison criterion of the performances is the
Rate of False Detection. To apply the RBF network, we developed a calculation algorithm of
the centers. After the phases of training and test, the Multi-Layer Perceptron gave results of
classification of the cardiac signals more satisfactory than the RBFs network. Moreover, the
number of neuron in the hidden layer of a RBF network is higher (23 or 67 in this case) than a
MLP network (4 only). The sigmoid neurons act on a wide area of the input space, whereas
the radial neurons cover restricted areas of space. In opposition, the training of RBF network
is faster. However after the choice of the centers, the calculation of the weights results from a
matrix inversion. It is judged that if the database is extended, the results of RBF network
become better than with MLP version. In this second case the algorithm of retropropagation
can be instable. Moreover, the RBF networks are not adapted for the recursive algorithms of
training of the weights which make its generalization less flexible. The partition classification
network is also tested. The simulation results of classification are better than previously. This
system can constitute a mesh in a chain of automated diagnosis and can be a tool for
assistance for the classification of the cardiac anomalies in the services of urgencies before
the arrival of a qualified person.
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